REA Group (REA) – 5 February (estimate)
REA’s 1Q results were ahead of expectations, with listing volumes
well ahead of where analysts thought they would be. We expect this
trend to have continued on the back of encouraging signs of a
recovery in the property market since October. Cost management
will be a big focus of the upcoming results. Cost containment was
well ahead of guidance in 1Q. Longer-term, the Australian real
estate advertising market looks strong due to positive cyclical and
structural factors. REA is much larger and more diversified due to
its international operations, than its peers (namely Domain
Holdings). A return to ‘more normal’ conditions should be supportive
for listing growth, at a time when housing churn is still well below
historic levels.
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Macquarie Group (MQG) – 9 February (Operational Briefing)
No announcement on dividend but an update from MQG. As usual
with a Macquarie briefing, it will be comprehensive and
conservative. The company mantra of under promise, over deliver,
will remain. As far as numbers go, the FY21 estimate is for earnings
of approximately $2.283bn. We also will be keen to see progress on
acquisitions and asset recycling that has been a feature of the
results. It could be a more complicated result given the big profit
from the recent float of Nuix (NXL). Commentary on USD headwinds
and US opportunities in infrastructure under Biden will be a feature.
Rarely do MQG disappoint. Even if there is some initial weakness
the play book is to buy on this opportunity. We would suspect that
to continue.
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BHP Group (BHP) – 16 February (taken from BHP website)
BHP released their quarterly production report on 19 January. The
numbers were largely in-line with expectations, if not slightly soft. The
continued strength in iron ore prices will be the major factor in the
BHP results. Sustained high prices are expected to have provided a
substantial earnings tailwind. The third quarter will be key in
determining whether a ‘beat’ on the FY guidance is possible in the
key iron ore division. 2Q was largely in line. Keep an eye on costs, as
there could be a risk to management’s costs guidance; current
guidance is based on a 70c AUD. It has been above 70 since July.
No special dividend is expected, although there is some potential for
a share buyback.
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Webjet (WEB) – 17 February (estimate)
Far trickier to forecast this one given the ongoing issues with the
travel industry. Potential to surprise. Large short position at 14%.
Any good news could see a squeeze. Be mindful of the large capital
raising going into the Covid crisis; the market cap of WEB is now
higher than pre-Covid. Cash burn will be important. Look out for
$10.5m per month of burn. Given the lockdowns around the world it
is more a question of holding on than growth, hence the focus on
the cash position. Guidance and commentary on the timing of the
travel bounce back will be crucial but, given the market valuation is
already near or above pre-Covid levels, any upside could be short
lived. Even with vaccines being rolled out, it is still hard to have
travel certainty as states and countries close borders at short notice.
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Fortescue Metals Group (FMG) - 18 February (taken from FMG website)
Clearly FMG is going to announce good results. The question is,
‘how good?’ We have seen the production report so it’s really just a
question of how generous the company is in handing out cash. In
the last quarter, iron ore shipments of 46.4mt contributed to record
shipments for a half year of 90.7mt. Average revenue of
US$122/dmt. These numbers, suggest a revenue number of around
$9.41bn for the half but it will be all about the dividend. Twiggy, being
the biggest shareholder, may need to be rewarded but the market
will also be looking for signs of costs blowouts that have been hinted
at. This may put a more conservative bent into what is usually a
strong shareholder bias. Expectations for a dividend around 105c.
Guidance, as always, will be important.
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Santos (STO) – 18 February (estimate)
Another one that had a recent production report, on 21 January.
Record annual production of 89 mmboe, 18% above the prior year
and at the top end of upgraded guidance provided in December.
Record quarterly production of 25.4 mmboe, 1% above the prior
quarter. The market is expecting a US$1.719bn number but,
equally as important, will be an update on the Barossa Final
Investment Decision (FID) due around mid-year. We may get some
more colour on that. The completion of the SK deal is also a focus
giving STO some more cash and strengthening the balance sheet.
This is one that could be due an upgrade, especially if we see
continued strength in the oil price.
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Woodside Petroleum (WPL) - February 18 (taken from WPL website)
Another resource company fresh from a production quarterly, which
was also delivered on 21 January. WPL produced 24.9 mmboe,
down 2% from Q32020 but contributing to a record annual
production of 100.3 MMboe. Sales revenue of $920m, up 32% from
Q32020. As far as the numbers go, looking for net income of
US$480.8m. Commentary around FX will be interesting and we
may get an update on the CEOs replacement, together with
progress on Scarborough and the Pluto Train 2. No real surprises
in store but given its Coleman’s last year, he may want to go out on
a high. Potential for upgrades.
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Bingo Industries (BIN) – 22 February (taken from BIN website)
CPE’s 350c offer mid-January saw the stock up ~20%. Industry
experts are doubtful a competing bid will emerge. Back in
November, BIN pointed to a ~200-300bp decline in EBITDA margin
for FY21. A softening in BIN’s addressable market expected to
evolve this financial year. Price reaction to the release was muted
as the stock was in a trading halt. On a more positive note, BIN
observed an increase in activity in NSW and saw a lift in volumes
in the first four months of FY21. Brokers mixed, weighing up a
cyclical decline in building construction and medium-term earnings
recovery potential. Price targets not implying much upside. BIN has
slightly de-risked itself with its November update. Expectations
likely to be depressed for half year results on the 22nd given
expectations for softening EBITDA margins, so it may not need
much to surprise to the upside. That said, the price hasn’t followed
reality with the bid in play, and a soft result could bring the price
back down to earth. The stock is trading at a premium and the
balance of probability and asymmetry of risk appear weighted to the
downside.
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Ooh media (OML) – 22 February (estimate)
OML’s share price recently peaked following a positive reaction to
its December trading update. The numbers revealed somewhat of a
road ahead before it would see pre-pandemic levels again. Not
expected to report growth on FY19’s result. CEO Brendon Cook sold
~450k shares in December adding a bit of an exclamation point to
the idea that the top may have come. The stock had been swimming
with the recovery and reopening tide, with out-of-home audience
volumes tracking in late November at 87% of 2019 levels, up from
a low of ~50% in mid-April 2020. What could be a headwind for OML
is that it is unlikely audience volumes will continue to see material
growth in the near term, given most states are operating at Covid
normal. OML has some of the ingredients for a solid result, having
come off a low base since mid-April. Cost cutting measures, balance
sheet strength and positive announcement reactions all pluses. The
concern is, will the result be outweighed by the likely moderation in
audience growth entering FY21?
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Scentre Group (SCG) – 24 February (taken from SCG website)
It has undoubtedly been a tough 12 months for SCG and there
remain structural challenges moving forward. Ultimately, the
impact on valuations still remains uncertain. All that said, the
sector is relatively attractively price, with generally healthy
balance sheets and a vaccine on the way. Key an eye on
occupancy levels and any commentary around this factor; some
are suggesting the retail re-opening sentiment trade has already
played out but that reality will take some time to catch up, i.e.,
there will be a further deterioration in leasing spreads and lower
occupancy levels well into 2021. Another major factor, both now
and long-term, is the impact of the shift to online shopping. Whilst
SCG’s portfolio has an advantage given the quality of its assets,
there is potential downside risk as cashflows remain under
pressure. Macquarie believes online penetration will increase to
20% of retail sales by 2025 – double pre-pandemic levels. There
is little concern around a capital raising. The group has -$1bn of
debt maturing in 2021 with -$1.8bn maturing in 2022. Post the
hybrid issue of $4.1bn in September 2020, the group has enough
cash to almost fully retire its maturing debt over the next three
years.
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Zip Co Limited (Z1P) – 25 February (estimate)
The recent IPO of Affirm in the US has had significant valuation
impacts for our BNPL sector. Z1P has been re-rated higher on
the back of it. A further significant factor is its success in the US.
Quadpay is going very well and given the multiples of Affirm we
could argue that Z1P is seriously undervalued. We have seen a
recent business update showing record group quarterly revenue
of $102.0m (up 88% YoY). Record quarterly transaction volume
of $1.6b (up 103% YoY). The US market is key but the push into
the UK is also starting to show promising signs and we would
expect to hear more on that. Bad Debts are a killer for BNPL
stocks but Z1P appears to have them under control, at less than
2%. We may see some commentary about the end of stimulus in
Australia but given Biden’s push for more in the US and this being
the growth engine, any Australian/NZ weakness should be well
and truly overlooked. No dividend expected in this high growth
phase. Loss is expected to be around $34m but it is all about the
outlook. Z1P remains cheap compared to its peers.
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